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Global Strategy for the Control 
and Eradication of PPR

- Component 1:  control and eradication of 
PPR

- Component 2: strengthening Veterinary 
Services

- Combining 3: combining control activities 
with other diseases



The Progressive Step-wise Approach 
for the prevention and control of PPR
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PPR Diagnostic system(s) - effective control of PPR requires that basic reliable
laboratory diagnostic services are operational within individual countries (preferred
option) or are outsourced. The capability of field veterinarians and their skill in
recognising PPR and initiating a differential diagnostic procedure should be part of the
overall diagnostic system.

PPR Surveillance system(s) - surveillance is key to understand PPR
epidemiology in a country as well as to monitor progress in the control and eradication
efforts. Along the Stages of PPR efforts to control and eradicate the disease, the
surveillance system is likely to become more and more complex. In any case,
comprehensive surveillance activities imply a thorough understanding of the
production and trading systems (value chain).

PPR Prevention and control system(s) - PPR prevention and control measures
are a combination of different tools, which can include vaccination, improved
biosecurity, animal identification, movement control, quarantine and stamping out.
These individual tools are likely to be applied at different levels of intensity while an
individual country is moving along the pathway.

Legal framework in place for PPR prevention and control - PPR legislation
is the cornerstone that provides the Veterinary Services with the necessary authority
and capability to implement PPR surveillance, prevention and control activities. For
each Stage it should be guaranteed that the legislation framework in place is
consistent with the types of activities due to be carried out.

Stakeholders’ involvement on PPR - true progress in PPR prevention, control
and eventually eradication cannot be achieved without serious involvement of relevant
stakeholders in all sectors (private and public veterinarians, para-professionals,
livestock keepers and their community-based animal health workers, traders, NGOs
and other development partners). This implies defining their roles and responsibilities
at each Stage – the control efforts are likely to be a combination of public and private
contributions. This also implies strong awareness and communication strategies
directed to all these different actors.
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